
UX for All
PUTTING PURPOSE INTO PRACTICE



Y’all are doing great 
work! I’m not here to 
mess with that.



I’m just here to share my perspective on:

Stakeholder 
Buy-InData &

DecisionsDefining 
ReleasesWorking 

Together



Summary

Stakeholder 
Buy-In

Data &
Decisions

Defining 
Releases

Working 
Together

Everyone designs, 
not just designers.

Communication
beats 
documentation.

Psychological safety 
is crucial.

MVP = fewer features, 
but higher quality.

Define things 
explicitly, but pivot 
when you need to.

Use OKR’s to 
prioritize effectively.

Honor what 
they honor.

Speak their 
language.

Use logic 
and emotion.

Always be 
researching.

Some is (usually) 
better than none.

Quant is for What; 
qual is for Why.



Workshop

QuestionsIntroduction Stakeholder 
Buy-In
Data &

Decisions
Defining 
Releases
Working 
TogetherPresentation



https://thegreatness.studio 
Brian Pagán (He/They)

https://thegreatness.studio/
https://thegreatness.studio/




Questions so far?
Slides & Downloads

d3e.co/sendcloud

https://d3e.co/sendcloud
https://d3e.co/sendcloud
https://d3e.co/sendcloud


Working Together



Everyone designs, not just designers.

Fast Company, 4 Myths About Apple Design, From An Ex-Apple Designer

“It’s actually the engineering culture, and 
the way the organization is structured to 
appreciate and support design. 
Everybody there is thinking about UX 
and design, not just the designers.”Mark Kawano

Former Designer @ Apple

Working 
Together



Working 
TogetherEveryone designs, not just designers.

I like this this 
Double Donut 

as a start.

It works on 
multiple levels,
like a fractal.

HAND
OVERProduct Engineering



Working 
TogetherEveryone designs, not just designers.

HAND
OVERProduct Engineering

Check the build
with designers.

Check the design with 
developers & customers.

Check requirements with ‘the 
business’ & customers.



Working 
Together

But in reality, it works more
like a spiral into the future…



Working 
TogetherCommunication beats documentation.

Show Beats Tell

Ask Questions

Overcommunicate



Psychological safety is crucial.

Range Labs, An introduction to psychological safety - Image from ted.com

Working 
Together

Model curiosity.

Acknowledge your 
own fallibility.

Frame work as a 
learning problem.

Dr. Amy Edmondson
Harvard Business School



Defining Releases



FUNCTIONAL

RELIABLE

USABLE

CONVENIENT

DELIGHTFUL

MEANINGFUL

FUNCTIONAL

RELIABLE

USABLE

CONVENIENT

DELIGHTFUL

MEANINGFUL

MVP = fewer features, but higher quality. Defining 
Releases

Core features 
done well

Lots of features 
done poorly

brianagan.net, Lean Startup MVP: How To Make Meaningful Products



Define things explicitly, but pivot when you need to. Defining 
Releases

Create a shared 
definition of the MVP.

Requirements Maps 
work well for this.



Defining 
Releases

High-level 
roadmaps also help.

Define things explicitly, but pivot when you need to.



Use OKR’s to prioritize effectively. Defining 
Releases

Objectives & Key Results

Align product objectives 
with company strategy.

Evaluate features with 
product OKR’s.

Keep our customers loyal
Strategy

Reduce customer churn
Objective

Boost satisfaction score by 5%
Boost average perceived product value by 10%
Boost number of active accounts by 22%
Reduce monthly account closures by 5%
Boost average intention to return by 2%

Key Results



Data & Decisions



d3e.co/leancheatsheet

Always be researching. Data & 
Decisions

https://d3e.co/leancheatsheet
https://d3e.co/leancheatsheet


Always be researching. Data & 
Decisions

Rolling research keeps 
teams informed.

Maybe this Rolling Research Canvas can help:

https://d3e.co/rollingresearchcanvas

Test panels & beta 
communities are great!

https://d3e.co/rollingresearchcanvas
https://d3e.co/rollingresearchcanvas


Some is (usually) better than none. Data & 
Decisions

Guerrilla-style research is 
fast and inexpensive.

Tools like maze.co make 
remote testing easy.

Include non-researchers 
in research work.

https://maze.co/
https://maze.co/


Quant is for What; qual is for Why. Data & 
Decisions

Make sure the method 
matches your question.

How much more usable 
is our redesigned app?

Quantitative
How do people feel about 
our redesigned app?

Qualitative

App Telemetry
Remote Usability Studies
Accessibility Evaluation

(Remote) Interviews
Contextual Observation
Moderated Usability Studies



Stakeholder Buy-In



Honor what they honor. Stakeholder 
Buy-In

Figure out what this 
person needs right now.

Then show how you’re 
helping them get it. 



Speak their language. Stakeholder 
Buy-In

Focus your pitch on this 
person’s area.

Clearly explain the 
impact of your work.

Always start with the 
relevant context.



Use logic and emotion. Stakeholder 
Buy-In

Surprise people with 
fun details. Convince them with 

good data or rationale.

Dare to tell stories!



Summary

Everyone designs, 
not just designers.

Communication
beats 
documentation.

Psychological safety 
is crucial.

MVP = fewer features, 
but higher quality.

Define things 
explicitly, but pivot 
when you need to.

Use OKR’s to 
prioritize effectively.

Honor what 
they honor.

Speak their 
language.

Use logic 
and emotion.

Always be 
researching.

Some is (usually) 
better than none.

Quant is for What; 
qual is for Why.

Stakeholder 
Buy-In

Data &
Decisions

Defining 
Releases

Working 
Together



See y’all at the workshop!



Slides & Downloads

d3e.co/sendcloud

The world deserves 
your greatness.

#UX4all@brianpagan

Hartelijk dank!

https://d3e.co/sendcloud
https://d3e.co/sendcloud
https://d3e.co/sendcloud

